**Faculty Senate**

- **Faculty President**
  - Bergdahl, Jacqueline
- **Faculty President Elect**
  - Krane, Dan
- **Provost**
  - Endres, Carole
  - Ebert, James
  - Williams, Julie
  - Xue, Kefu
  - Doom, Travis
  - Stalter, Ann
  - Constitute H
  - Kich, Martin
  - Nahhas, Ramzi
  - Lee, Miryoung
  - Mirkin, David
  - Nachas, Ramzi
- **Constituency B**
  - Brown, Kevin
  - Cheson, Alan
  - Endres, Carole
  - Constituency C
  - Funderburk, Charles
  - Halling, Kirsten
  - Latorse, Bruce
  - Longley, Keister
  - McGill, Sarah
  - McVenna, Noeleen
  - Constituency D
  - Goldfinger, Mel
  - Nagy, Allen
  - Runkle, James
  - Schieltz, Beverly
  - Streiman, John
  - Wendeln, Marcia
- **Constituency F**
  - Ebert, James
  - Fernandes, Ashley
  - Kiyoko, William
  - Lee, Miryoung
  - Mirkin, David
  - Nahhas, Ramzi
  - Constituency G
  - Kich, Martin
  - Constituency H
  - Gray, Bobbie
  - Stalter, Ann
  - Constituency I
  - Doorn, Travis
  - Garber, Fred
  - Xue, Kefu
  - Constituency J
  - Williams, Julie

**Faculty Senate Budget Priority**

- **Committee July 1-June 30, APPT.**
  - EC Selects
    - Bergdahl, Jacqueline; Fac. Pres.
    - Krane, Dan; FP-Elect
    - Belcher, Jan; CONH
    - Fichtenbaum, Rudy; RSCOB
    - Goldfinger, Mel; COSM
    - Mich, Martin; LAKE
    - McKnight, Mandy; CEHS
    - Mukhopadhyay, Sharmilla; CECS
    - Owens, Geoffrey; COLA
    - Yaklic, Jerome; BSOM
  - SOPP
  - Mctaggart, Sara; COLA
  - Starkey, Vanessa; CECS

**Faculty Affairs Committee**

- EC Selects
  - Terzian, Sue; RSCOB, Chair
  - Conley, Cheryl; COSM
  - Doorley, Jane; CONH
  - Knigga, Greta; CEHS
  - Laman, Cynthia; LAKE
  - Brewer, Judith; LAKE alt.
  - McGlinn, Sara; COLA
  - Starkey, Vanessa; CECS

**Undergraduate Academic Curriculum & Academic Policy Committee**

- EC Selects
  - Sav, Tom; RSCOB, Chair
  - Bombick, Dan; COSM
  - Davis, Stephanie; CEHS
  - Keister, Kathy; CONH
  - Longley-Cook, Tracy; COLA
  - Mercer, Richard; COSM
  - Shannon, Vaughn; COLA
  - Slater, Joe; CECS
  - Steinberg, Jim; LAKE
  - Non-voting UCAPC Members:
    - Fraker, Jeanne; U.C. (Ex-officio-v)
    - Law, Joe; WC Chair (Ex-officio-v)
    - Wilhoit, Karen; Lib. (Ex-officio-v)
    - Maze, Jon; Stu. Gov. (n-v)
  - ; Stu. Gov. (n-v)

**Univers Gen Ed Comm (UGECC)**

- Subcomm./Appt by UCAPC
  - Edwards, Jean, COSM, Chair
  - Bullock, Richard, COLA (Writing)
  - Cubberley, Mark, LAKE
  - Diessney, Mindy, COSM
  - Endres, Carole, RSCOB
  - Funderburk, Charles; COLA
  - Johnson, Doris, CEHS
  - Reynolds, David, CECS
  - Stewart, Kim, CONH

**Non Voting Ex-officio Members:**

- Bozeman, Rayne, Stu. Gov.
- Carrifiello, Susan, Honors
- Fraker, Jeanne, Univ. Col.
- Law, Joe, WAC
- Sudkamp, Thomas, Provost's Off.

**Write Across the Curr (WAC)**

- Subcomm./Appt by UCAPC
  - Law, Joe; Chair, COLA, WAC
  - Coordinator & UGEC Rep.
  - Finkelstein, Lao; CECS
  - Hull, Barbara; COSM
  - Jennings, Hope; LAKE
  - Keister, Kathy; CONH
  - Kelly-Garrison, Suzanne; RSCOB
  - Patel, Nimisha; CEHS
  - Non-voting Members:
    - Bringhurst, David; Writing Ctr.
    - Bullock, Richard; Writing Prog.
    - Edwards, Jean; GE
    - Hall, Chris; ESL
    - Potters A.Shephard, L.; SG
    - Stu. LAKE

**Undergraduate Academic Program Review Committee**

- Subcomm./Appt by UCAPC
  - Carrifiello, Susan; Ch.
  - Bombick, Dan; COSM
  - Britt, Carolyn; CONH
  - Cubberly, Mark; LAKE
  - Edwards, Jean; GE
  - Hanby, Donna; CEHS
  - Kazimierzuk, Marian; CECS
  - Law, Joe; WAC
  - Sav, Tom; UCAPC
  - Sirisha, Naidu; RSCOB
  - Small, LaFleur; COLA
  - Sudkamp, Tom; Assoc. Prov.
  - Maze, Jon; Stu. Gov.
  - TBD; One ex-officio faculty liaison for each program reviewed

**Service Learning**

- Subcomm./Appt by UCAPC
  - Sayer, Cathy; Chair; Serv. Lm.
  - Berry, Detrice; CONH
  - Brown, Hunting; COSM
  - Carrifiello, Susan; Honors
  - Cauley, Kate; BSOM
  - Dickey, Stephanie; COLA
  - Duffy, Kevin; RSCOB
  - Edwards, Jean; GE
  - Kazimierzuk, Marian; CECS
  - O'Connor, Richelle; CEHS
  - Warfield, Janece; SOPP
  - Wilson, Christine; LAKE
  - ;Student

**Multicultural Competence**

- Brun, Carl; Member-at-Large
  - Coleman, Joe; RSCOB
  - Durr, Marlee; COLA
  - Edwards, Jean; UGEC
  - Fortson, Steve; CEHS
  - Klingbeil, Nata; CECS
  - Lee, Yi-Hui; CONH
  - Rosengarten, Ken; LAKE
  - Vernooy, Jeff; Member-at-Large
  - White, Mary; BSOM
  - Williams, Julie; SOPP

---

**Student Petitions**

- EC requests UCAPC appt.
  - Kollman, Kathleen, Chair; COLA
  - Albin, Cheryl; CONH
  - Hartwell, Carolyn; RSCOB
  - Ives, Joyce; COSM
  - Long, Charles; COLA
  - Lyon, Anna; CEHS
  - McMillan Stokes, Tracy; Univ. Col.
  - Reed, Paul; Stu. Gov.
  - Rosengarten, Ken; LAKE

**Buildings & Grounds**

- Committee - EC Selects
  - Rixki, Matt; CECS, Chair
  - Banks, Erik; COLA
  - Cook, John; RSCOB
  - Kaylor, Marybeth; CONH
  - Lukens, Michele; CONH alt.
  - Mirkin, David; BSOM
  - Ramey, Linda; CEHS
  - Runkle, Jim; COSM
  - Williams, Julie; SOPP
  - Ex-officio Members:
    - Olen, Mary; CATS
    - Davidson, Vicky; Fac. Plan.
    - Hogue, Marian; Registrar
    - Anderson, Josh; Stu. Gov.

**Information Technology**

- Committee - EC Selects
  - Denison, Barbara; RSCOB, Chair
  - Anderson, Harry; BSOM
  - Bowling, Ann; CONH alt.
  - Cavanaugh, Joe; LAKE
  - Garner, Nancy; COLA
  - Meyer, Cheryl; SOPP
  - Prasad, TK; CECS
  - Smith, Sherrill; CONH
  - Teed, Rebecca; COSM
  - Veres, Maggie; CEHS
  - Ex-off/Non-voting Members:
    - DeStephen, Dan; Dir.; CTL
    - Foster, Stephen; Univ. Lib.

**Student Affairs Committee**

- Five Appts. Varied by college.
  - One is chair
  - Ex-officio/Nonvoting Members:
    - Abrahamowicz, Dan; Stu. Alt.
  - Ex-officio/Voting
    - One, Julie; Grad, Student
    - One, Gail, Student
    - One, Grad, Student
OTHER SENATE COMMITTEES OR APPOINTMENTS

BOT ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Bergdahl, Jacqueline; Fac. Pres. Krane, Dan; FP-Elect Brewer, Tracy; Fac. Appt.

Sen. Representative to Athletics Council
Senator Reynolds, David; Senate Rep. Lorson, Kevin; Senate Rep.

COMMENCEMENT - EC SELECTS
Dorn, Jacob; Chair, COLA (09-12) Garber, Fred; CECS (08-11) Lumpkin, Joan; RSCOB (08-11) Rowley, Eric; COSM (10-13) Morton, Marissa; Stu. Gov. Parker, Joel; Stu. Gov. Warrington, Nick; Stu. Gov. Mile, Theresa; (Ex-officio) Bergdahl, Jacqueline; FP (Ex-off/NV)

HONORS - EC SELECTS
Finkenstein, Leo; CECS, Chair Bright, David; RSCOB Kich, Martin; LAKE Hartzler, Lynn; COSM Helms, Ron; CEHS Hersheger, Paul; BSOM Lee, Yi-Hui; CONH Miyasak, Donnovon; COLA; SOPP Students Appointed by Honors Butler, Baylee; Student Ronak, Ghia; Student Lightner, Karli; Student Turner, Amanda; Student Zapata, Brandy; Stu. Gov. Ex-officio Members: Carrafello, Sue; Honors Prog. Bergdahl, Jacqueline; FP (Ex-off/NV)

PARKING ADVISORY & APPEALS
EC SELECTS
Bukovinski, Dave; RSCOB Bochenek, Jeanine; CONH Bombick, Dan; COSM Kraszpulka, Barbara; BSOM Schatmeyer, Ken; CEHS Shaw, Arnab; CECS Steele, Tracey; COLA Warfield, Janece; SOPP; LAKE Conaway, Denny; Stu. Gov. Gerten, Ashley; Stu. Gov. Zapata, Brandy; Stu. Gov. Ex-officio Members: Kretzer, Robert; Parking Services Bergdahl, Jacqueline; FP (Ex-off/NV)

ADMIN. ADVISORY COMM.

ACAD. INTEGRITY HEARING PANEL
EC SELECTS
1) Khamis, Harry; Chair, COSM 2) Allen-Wilder, Heather; SOPP 3) Chen, Henry; CECS 4) Killian, Jeri; COLA 5) Ribak, Judy; CONH 6) Wonders, Karen; CEHS Bergdahl, Jacqueline; FP (Ex-off/NV)

UNIVERSITY APPEALS PANEL
EC SELECTS
1) Twill, Sarah; Chair, COLA 2) Aga, Rachel, COSM 3) Dong, Guozhu; CECS 4) Onady, Gary; BSOM 5) Roby, Doug; CEHS Bergdahl, Jacqueline; FP (Ex-off/NV)

JUDICIAL REVIEW PANEL
EC SELECTS
1) Coonis, Michel; COLA 2) Diamantes, Tom; CEHS 3) Garber, Fred; CECS 4) Saxe, Jonathan M.; BSOM 5) Watamaniuk, Scott; COSM Bergdahl, Jacqueline; FP (Ex-off/NV)

COUNCILS

ATHLETICS COUNCIL 2010-11

Elected by Colleges
Kran, Dan; COSM, Chair Lahm, Karen; Vice Chair Fortson, Stephen; FAR Sorenson, Beth; FAR, CONH Grant, Chris; Secretary (n/v) John, Jeffrey; COLA Lawless, Matt; BSOM Prochaska, Larry; COSM Raymer, Mike; CECS Sincoff, Mike; RSCOB Toller, David; SOPP Kelly, Peggy; CEHS; Senator Reynolds, David; Sen. Rep. Lorson, Kevin; Sen. Rep. Finnie, Dave; USAC Robinson, Calvin; USAC Cooper, Duane; CSAC Semones, Suzanne; CSAC DiFlora, Michael; Alumni Kenton, Mary; Retirees Assoc. Willis, Chuck; Retirees Assoc. Cothern, Brian; SAAC President Lloyd, Cassandra; SAAC VP Warrington, Nick/Youn; Steve; Stu. Gov. Non-Voting AD Members: Grant, Bob; Ath. Director Perry, Rod; Senior Assoc. AD Cooper, Mo; Senior Assoc. AD Chivers, Judy; Academic Advisor.

GRADUATE COUNCIL 2010-11

School of Graduate Studies
Hsu, Andrew, Chair Ayres, Bill (Dean’s Alt.)

RS COB
Farmer, Berkwood (Dean) Williams, Richard (Dean’s Alt.) Premus, Robert (Fac. 09-11) Blair, John (Fac. 10-12) Larsen, James (Fac. Alt.)

CEHS
Harris, Charlotte (Dean) Bargerhuff, MaryEllen (Dean’s Alt.) Roby, Doug (Fac.10-12) Self, Eileen (Fac. 09-11) Johnson, Doris (Fac. Alt.)

COLA
Taylor, Charles (Dean) Caron, Linda (Dean’s Alt.) Chamberlain, Ava (Fac. 08-10) Tips, James (Fac. 10-12) Choudhury, Enamul (Fac. Alt.)

SOM
Part, Howard (Dean) Engisch, Kathrin (Dean’s Alt.) Ream, Larry (Fac. 08-10) Dodge, Robin (Fac. 09-11) Sulentic, Courtney (Fac. Alt.)

CONH
Martin, Patricia (Dean) Russel, Anne (Dean’s Alt.) Curry, Donna Miles (Fac. 10-12) Vermeersch, Pat (Fac. 09-11) Fowler, Barbara (Fac. Alt.)

COSM
Voss, Dan (Interim Dean) Mamrack, Mark (Dean’s Alt.) Petkic, Doug (Fac. 09-11) Runkle, Jim (Fac. 10-12) Tarpey, Thad (Fac. Alt.)

CECS
Narayanam, S. (Dean) Hong, Lang (Dean’s Alt.) Jean, Jack (Fac. 10-12) Lieh, Junghsen (Fac. 09-11) Wang, Bin (Fac. Alt.)

SOPP
Voss, Dan; Interim Dean Wintrey, LaPearl (Dean’s Alt.) VandeCreek, Leon (Fac. 10-12) Wolf, Eve (Fac. 09-11) Fraser, J. Scott (Fac. Alt.)

PH.D. in Biomedical Sciences
Aldred, Rudy (Director)

PH.D. in Computer Sci. & Egr.
Goshatsy, Andy (Director)

PH.D. in Engineering
Grandhi, Ramana (Director)

PH.D. in Environmental Sciences
Cipollini, Don (Director)

PH.D. in Human Fac/Indus.
Watamaniuk, Scott (Director)

Organ. Psych.
Gray, Bobbe (Director)

Ex-Officio
Angle, Steven (Provost)

Student
Diehl, George

Research Council 2010-11

EC SELECTS
Emmett, Marty; CECS (10-11) Fowler, Barbara; CONH (10-11) Fulk, Roger; LAKE (10-12) Miura, Yoko; CEHS (10-12) Rioridan, Robert; COLA (10-12) Schiller, Shu; RSCOB (10-12) Stark, James; BSOM (10-12) Tsang, Pamela; (CEOM 10-11) Whittingham, M.; SOPP (10-11)

UNIVERSITY P&T COMM 2010-11

Provost:
Angle, Steven
RS COB:
Fark, Berkwood; Dean

Fichtenbaum, Rudy; Faculty
CEHS:
Harris, Charlotte; Dean

Roby, Doug; Faculty

Egr. & CS:
Narayanam, S.; Dean
Sravinahan, Raghaven; Faculty

Lake Campus:
Mathias, Bonnie; Interim Dean

Kich, Martin; Faculty

COLA:
Taylor, Charles; Dean

Mack, Nancy; Faculty

SOM:
Part, Howard; Dean

Markert, Ronald; Faculty

CONH:
Martin, Patricia; Dean

Scordo, Kristine; Faculty

SOPP:
James, Larry; Dean

Dobbins, James; Faculty

S&M:
Voss, Dan; Interim Dean

Runkle, James; Faculty

Professor-at-Large:
Hull, Barbara